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My invention relates to the manufacture of be protected against oxidation by the atmosphere
fine drawn wire, and more particularly to the and from other deteriorating influences during
manufacture of extremely line wires of pure the various drawing and annealing operations.
aluminum or other similar metals, or alloys
Further objects and advantages of my inven
5 thereof, such as are used for thecombustible tion will appear from the following description
~ material in photoñash lamps.

thereof and from the accompanying drawing.

To warrant thel use of pure aluminum wire for
the combustible material in photoilash lamps,
the size of the wire must be made small enough
0 to permit ready ignition of such wire.l Thus, to
obtain ready ignition of pure aluminum wire, it
must be‘drawn down to a size lsuch that a meter
length thereof will weigh between one to two
milligrams. For a pure aluminum wire of circu
15 lar cross-section, the diameter must be of the
magnitude of one mil or thereabouts in order to
fall within the aforementioned range of weight
per meter.

Due to the brittleness of aluminum wire vand
20 its relatively low tensile strength when drawn to
very small diameters, it has been found extreme
ly difûcult to manufacture -such wire ñne enough
to permit its use in photoflash lamps, and meth
ods heretofore employed have been impractical
25 because of the great expense involved. However,
by surrounding or embedding the aluminum wire
within a jacket of soft and ductile metal, such as
copper, so as to form therewith a composite uni

tary wire structure, the ductile metal jacket will
30 lend or furnish support to the relatively brittle

aluminum wire during the various drawing> op
erations. Accordingly, the composite wire struc
ture can be drawn down to the point where the
embedded pure aluminum wire is of the required
35 fineness without fracturing the same, whence the
metal jacket or matrix may then be removed
from the aluminum wire by passing the com
posite wire through a chemical bath which will

dissolve thevmetal of the jacket but not the alu
40 minum.

_

One object of my invention is to provide an
improved and practical method for the manu
facture of extremely ñne wires of aluminum or
other similar metals or alloys thereof, which
45 method will be simple in procedure and relatively

rigidly secured to one end of, a tube of copper or
otherV ductile metal; Fig. 2 is a transverse sec
tional view taken on the line 2--2 of Fig. 1; Fig.
3 is a transverse sectional view of the assembly

shown in Fig. 1 after having been successively
drawn through a series of reducing- dies to there
by form a. composite wire element; Fig. 4 is an>
enlarged fragmentary view showing an interme
diate step in my method of manufacturing wire 20
wherein a plurality of the wire elements shown
in Fig. 3 are inserted within, and rigidly secured
to one end of,- a tube of copper or other ductile `

metal; Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional view taken
on the lineS-S of Fig. 4; Fig. 6 is a transverse
sectional view of the assembly shown in Fig. 4
after having been successively drawn through a
series of reducing dies; Fig. 7’ is a fragmentary
view of the assembly shown in Fig. 4 when drawn
down to its ñnal size with a portion of the ductile 30
metal matrix removed to reveal the several alu
minum wires embedded therein; and Fig. 8 is a
view similar to Fig. 5 of a modification of my in.
vention.

a

Referring to the drawing,-the procedure fol
lowed in carrying out my invention may be de

scribed generally as comprising three steps, the
first of which consists in assembling a suitable
length of a rod IIJ of Dure aluminum or other
metal of which the fine drawn wire is to con 40

sist, and of relatively large cross-sectional area,
within a tube II of a relatively ductile metal,

preferably copper, thereby forming the assembly
I 2. The ends of the aluminum rod IIJ and cop
per tube I I having been aligned, they are secure

inexpensive.

ly fastened together, preferably by pointing the

Another object of my invention is to provide
an improved method for the manufacture of wire
of the type referred to above whereby large

assembly end, as shown at I3 in Fig. 1. This
pointing operation may be conveniently per
formed by inserting the end of the assembly I2

50 quantities; of the same can be produced with a
minimum number of drawing and various other

assembly I2 is then drawn, pointed end ñrst,

allied operations.

.

.

Still another object of my invention is to pro
vide a method for the drawing of ñne wires of

aluminum whereby the surface of such wires will
Si

’

In the drawing, Fig. 1 is an enlarged fragmen
tary view showing the initial step in the manu
facture of wire according to the method of my
invention, in which a relatively large rod of
aluminum or other metal is inserted within, and

in a suitable swaging or pointing machine. The 50

through a series of reducing dies to a predeter

mined diameter, thereby forming a copper
sheathed aluminum wire I4 constituting one of
the composite wire elements employed in the sec

2
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ond step of the method comprising my invention.
'I‘he second step of my improved process con
sists in‘- assembling a plurality of the composite
wire elements I4, as produced by the first step,
within a tube I5 of the same ductile material as
that of the tube II. The tube I5 should be of

suiiicient internal diameter to permit .easy in
sertion of the composite wire elements I4 there
in. The ends of the wire elements I4 andthe
10 tube I5 are then aligned and securely fastened
together, as shown at I6 in Fig. 4, in the same
manner as described above in connection with

the first step, thus producing the multiple as
sembly I'I. This multiple assembly I1 is then
15 successively drawn, as before, through a series
of reducing dies down to the point where the em
bedded aluminum wires are of the required fine
ness or cross-sectional areas.

The _composite

multiple assembly I'I is thus drawn down to an
20 extremely fine wire I8, as shown in Fig. '7, the

ductile copper matrix I9 serving to support the
ñne aluminum wires I0 during the drawing op

erations and thereby preventing breakage of the
same.

It will be understood that once the as

25 sembly I'I has been drawn down to the point
where a solid cross-sectional mass is formed (Fig.

6), the further drawing of such composite as
sembly will result in the reduction in cross-sec
tion of the embedded aluminum wires substan
30 tially in proportion to the reduction in cross
section of the whole assembly.

115 mils, thus completing the composite wire ele
ment I4 employed in the second step of my
process.

Having produced a plurality of the composite
wire elements I4 according to the above process,
I then assemble four of such elements within a

softened copper tube I5 of approximately 405
mils outside diameter and 345 mils inside ldiam-

eter, thus forming the assembly I1 previously de
scribed. After the several composite wire ele
ments I4 and copper tube I5 have been securely
fastened together at one end I6, by swaging or

pointing, the entire assembly is successively
drawn through a series of ten dies to an outer

diameter of approximately 184 mils.

At this

point the composite assembly is annealed, to
soften the embedded aluminum wires, by heat
treating said assembly at 350° C. for thirty
minutes in a hydrogen atmosphere.

The an

nealed assembly is then successively drawn 20
through a seriesof four dies to a diameter of

approximately 115 mils, when it is again annealed
at 350° C. for thirty minutes in a hydrogen at
mosphere. The 115 mil wire assembly is next
drawn to a diameter of approximately 46 mils,
through a series of seven dies, and then heat
treated in the same manner as before.

The 46

mil wire is in turn drawn through a series of ten
dies to a diameter of approximately 26 mils,

heat treated as before, and then drawn through
a series of six dies to a diameter of approximately
Fin

To separate the several aluminum wires or . 16 mils and again heat treated as before.

strands I0 from the surrounding copper jacket or

matrix I9, it is merely necessary to immerse the

35 composite wire I8 in a suitable chemical bath,
such as dilute nitric acid, which will dissolve the
copper but not the aluminum. The water re
maining on the bare aluminum wires, as a conse

quence of the washing operation, must be quickly
40 removed by mechanical means in order to pre

vent the redeposition of copper, or other metals

present in the wash water, onto the bare alumi
num wires.

'I‘he mechanical removal of the re

maining wash water may be accomplished by sub
jecting a loosely arranged mass of the bare alumi
num wire to a violent agitation, such as is pro

duced by a centrifuge or centrifugal drier. Alter
natively, the bare aluminum Wire may be passed
between felt pads which will wipe or scrape the
50 wash water from such wire.

During the various drawing operations referred
to above, the embedded aluminum wires I0 tend
to harden up. For this reason it is advisable to

heat treat the composite wire structures at vari
55 ous stages of the drawing process to thereby an

neal or soften the embedded aluminumwires and

thus minimize the danger of breakage thereof.
As a specific example of the procedure I have

followed in successfully practicing vmy improved
60 process, I ñrst draw a pure aluminum rod, of ap

proximately 125 mils diameter, through two dies
down to a diameter of 102 mils or thereabouts.

'I‘his 102 mil diameter aluminum rod I0 is then
assembled within a copper tube I I of approxi
mately 267 mils outside diameter and 125 mils
inside diameter. The aluminum wire and copper

ally, this 16 mil~ wire is successively drawn
through a series of seven dies to a diameter of

approximately 9 mils, at which diameter the
embedded aluminum wires will approximate a
diameter of 1.1 mils. The completed wire as
sembly I8 thus produced is then passed through
a bath of dilute nitric acid which dissolves the
copper but not ~the aluminum, thus removing the 40
copper matrix I9 from the embedded aluminum
wires I0 and producing four separate wires of pure
aluminum. The bare aluminum wires are then
washed and dried by subjecting `a loosely ar
ranged mass of such wire to a violent agitation, 45
as previously described.
While the exact procedure described above is
given as a speciñc example, it should be under
stood that various departures may be made
therein without departing from the scope of my 50
invention. Thus, the number and character of

the various drawing and heat treating operations
may be altered as the manufacturer desires.

Also, the diameters of the aluminum rods I0, the
copper tubes. II and I5, and the assemblies I2 55
and I'I initially, or at different stages of the »

drawing and heat treating operations, may be
varied as desired.

Furthermore, instead of as

sembling four of the composite wire elements I4
within the copper tube I5, a greater or less num
ber of such elements may be advantageously em

ployed. Thus I have successfully practiced the
invention by assembling seven copper-sheathed
Wire elements I4 within the copper tube I 5, and it 65
may even be possible to assemble as many as

tube are securely fastened together at one end I3 vtwenty of such wire elements within the said

by swaging or pointing, as previously described,
and the entire assembly drawn through four dies
down to a diameter of approximately 184 mils.
At this point the composite wire structure is an

tube and lsuccessfully produce iine wire of alumi
num by proper drawing and heat treating OpeTations.

`

.

70

As a modification of my invention, as shown in

nealed by heat treating at 350° lC. for approxi

Fig. 8, the multiple assembly I1 may be >-formed of

matelythirty minutes in a hydrogen atmosphere.
The annealed wire is then drawn again through
four dies down to a diameter of approximately

a plurality of the copper-sheathed wire elements
I4 previously described together with one or more

bare aluminum wires 20 assembled within the 75
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copper tube I5. In such case it is important that
the bare aluminum wires 20 be positionedwithin
the interstices or spaces between adjacent wire
elements I4, only one bare aluminum wire 20
being placed in each space’in order to insure each

¿wire 20 being maintained in spaced relation to
the others by a layer of copper during the vari
ous drawing operations.
' Alternatively, it may be advantageous to as

semble a plurality ofthe composite multiple as
semblies l1, before they have been drawn to
their ñnal size, within a' copper tube and then
proceeding with the various drawing and anneal
ing operations necessary to reduce theembedded
aluminum wires to the required size.
While it is possible to draw down a single cop
per-sheathed aluminum wire to produce a single
extremely fine wire of aluminum, it is necessary,
in order to reduce the diameter of .the embedded
aluminum wire to one mil or thereabouts, to draw
the whole composite wire assembly down to a pro

portionately small diameter, such as,- for instance,
three mils or therabouts. However, by assembling
a plurality of copper-sheathed aluminum wires
25 within a copper tube in accordance with the second
step of my improved method, to lthereby form a

-

3

Y Y

herein and Robert E. Worstell. In the said ap
plication, a sealed’ bulb contains the aluminum
wire together with a suitable foil, _such as alumi
num foil.
However, the bulb may be filled with
the aluminum wire alone if desired.
‘
While I have described my process in connec- `

tion with the manufacture of fine wires of pure
aluminum, it should vbe understood that it may
be advantageously applied to the manufacture of
fine wire of other metals or alloys of a relatively 10
brittle nature, such, for example, as cerium, or .

magnesium, or alloys thereof, suitable dissolving
agents being employed for the copper or other
sheath metal which will not adversely aiïect the
15

core metal. ’

What I claim- as new and desire to secure by

Letters Patent of the UnitedStates is:
1. The method of manufacturing wires of a
relatively brittle metal which consists of assem
bling a rod of said metal within a tube of a rela 20
tively ductile metal t6 form therewith a com

posite single assembly, successively drawing said
assembly through a series of dies to thereby form- '

a composite wire element, assembling a pluralityof said wire elements within a tube of metal of

the same character as that of the first-named
composite multiple wire structure comprising ` tube to form therewith a composite multiplel as
sembly, successively drawing said multiple las
multiple wires l0 of aluminum embedded in a ma

trix I9 of copper, the multiple wire structure so
80 .formed need not be drawn down to as small a
diameter as is necessary in the case of a single

copper-sheathed aluminum wire, in order to re
duce `the- embedded aluminum wires i0 to the

required >cross-sectional size. Thus, the multif

sembly through a series of diesto reduce the
same tp a predetermined diameter, and then 80

removing the ductile metal from the embedded
_wires of brittle metal.

'

'

2. The method of manufacturing fine wires of
aluminum which consists of vassembling a rod .of

ple` wire structure produced by the second step aluminum within av tube of -copper to form
of the speciilc example previously described above »therewith a composite single assembly, succes
need only be drawn down to a diameter of 9 mils sively drawing said’assembly through a'series of
dies to thereby form a composite wire element,
to produce aluminum wires of a size falling with
in the'range of one to two milligrams per meter. assembling a plurality of said wireelement's with-’
in a second copper tube- to form therewith a
40 It is therefore evident that the number of draw
composite multiple assembly, successively draw
ing and heat treating operations are consider
ably reduced by my improved method. This ing said multiple assembly throughv a series of
advantage may be better understood in view of diesv to reduce the same to a predetermined di
the fact that the draft of the drawing dies must ameter, and thenpassing said multiple assembly
45 of .necessity be made proportionately smaller through a chemical bath to dissolve the copper 45
the smaller the diameter of the die. so thatV a metal and'separate the several embedded alumi
greater number of dies are required to produce Y num wires therefrom.
.
- 3. The method of manufacturing wires of a
a given reduction in cross-section at such smaller
' diameters. ‘From this it is seen that the larger

relatively brittle metal which consists of assem

50 the initial multiple assembly I1, i. e., the greater 'bling a rod of said metal within a tube of a rela
the number of wire elements il assembled within
the copper tube I6, the fewer the number of
.- 55

drawing and annealing operations requiredv to
produce aluminum wires of,a.given size, with
attendant decrease in cost of manufacture.

tively ductile metal >to form therewith a com

posite single assembly. pointing an end of said
assembly to >securely fasten the' ends of said rod
and tube together, successively drawing said as
sembly through'a series yoi' dies to thereby form 55
a composite wire element, assembling a plurality

By my improved multiple wire process I am
able Vto produce a much greater quantity of ñne «of said wire elements with a tube of metal of the
aluminum wire for' agiven amount of drawing same character as that of the first-named tube
than by the single wire process. Thus, where to form therewith a composite multiple assem
four aluminum wires are employed in the second bly, pointing an endof said multiple assembly
step of my process, four times as much wire will to securely _fasten the end of said second-men
' be produced as when' a single aluminum wire is tioned tube to the ends of said composite wire _
elements, successively drawing said multiple as
drawn. Furthermore, the copper matrix Il sur
rounding the severalaluminum wires Il serves to sembly through a series of dies to reduce the

protect the surfaces of such wire against oxida
tion by the atmosphere during the various draw
ing and annealing operations. Likewise, the Said
copper matrix protects the embedded aluminum f

wire _from the deteriorating effects of the lubri
70 cants employed in the drawing operations, and
prevents pitting of such wires.

`

The extremely tine pure aluminum wire may be

employed-in photoilash lamps of the type dis

same to a predetermined diameter, -~ and then»

removing the ductile metal from the embedded
wires' of brittle metal.A

'

.

-

„

4. A wire for photoñash _lamps consisting of
substantially pure aluminum and having a -di
oi' less than about two mils.
5. A wire for photoflash lamps consist- '

substantially purel aluminum and having
ameter of the order of one mil.

,
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